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Abstract. Approximation of parametric statistical models by exponen- 
tial models is discussed, from the viewpoints of observed as well as of 
expected likelihood geometry. This extends a construction, in expected 
geometry, due to Amari. The approximations considered are parametriza- 
tion invariant and local. Some of them relate to conditional models given 
exact or approximate ancillary statistics. Various examples are considered 
and the relation between the maximum likelihood estimators of the 
original model and the approximating models is studied. 
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1. Introduction 

The wide occurrence and usefulness of exponential models makes it 
natural to enquire to what extent and in what ways it is feasible and 
profitable to construct exponential models that approximate a given statis- 
tical model. This question seems, so far, to have been considered only from 
the viewpoint of approximations locally around a single member of the 
model, and this is also the viewpoint taken in this paper, though the global 
viewpoint appears to be at least as important. 

Local approximation by normal models with essentially known vari- 
ance matrices is, of course, a standard theme in statistics. Of some par- 
ticular interest in connection with the setting of the present paper is the 
concept of local asymptotic normality (see for instance, Ibragimov and 
Has'minskii (1981) and Le Cam (1986)). Efron (1975) briefly pointed to the 
possibility of using higher order approximations by simply Taylor expand- 
ing the log model function around a parameter point. This approach 
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